Drury, Andrew (EGLE)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Mary Mello <MMello@nthconsultants.com>
Monday, May 3, 2021 10:16 AM
Drury, Andrew (EGLE); Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE)
Haywood, Jim (EGLE); Hengesbach, Stephanie (EGLE); Theodore Pagano; Jeff Kummer;
Rhiana Dornbos; Eric Marko
RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
001-0503-Response to AIR_Modeling-LTR.pdf; MPC_Calcs_EGLE_4.27.2021
_AIR_Space_Heaters.xlsx

Subject:
Attachments:

CAUTION: This is an External email. Please send suspicious emails to abuse@michigan.gov

Good Morning, Nick, Andy,
On behalf of Michigan Potash Operating, LLC, attached is the response to your request to include the natural gas-fired
space heaters in the dispersion modeling analysis in support of Permit to Install (PTI) Application No. 165-15A. The
response also includes an updated facility site layout showing the location of the space heaters and updated tables from
the PTI Application support document incorporating the space heaters.
Additionally, attached is the updated Excel spreadsheet with calculations incorporating the space heaters.
I will send a separate e-mail confirming the updated dispersion modeling files have been uploaded to the EGLE’s FTP
site.
Sincerely,
Mary Mello
Project Professional
Direct: 248.662.2033 | Mobile: 248.990.1035
mmello@nthconsultants.com

From: Rhiana Dornbos <RDornbos@nthconsultants.com>
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2021 10:02 AM
To: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>; Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE) <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>; Eric Marko
<EMarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Theodore Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer <jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello
<MMello@nthconsultants.com>
Subject: RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
Thank you, Andy and Nick!
We appreciate your ongoing review of the application and look forward to a call to discuss the application and
anticipated logistics of public comment period. I’m open this afternoon between 1-3pm, or Monday 8-9am, 10-11am or
after 3:30pm.
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As a quick note to follow up on one outstanding item, Mary has completed the updated dispersion modeling analysis
based upon your earlier request and will be providing for EGLE’s review shortly!
To address your additional questions below:
1. You are correct that SHMP is not listed in the recent response. Although this type of additive could be applied at
similar facilities and would be handled from an air quality standpoint similarly to YPS, it is not slated to be used
at MPO at this time.
2. We applied the assumption of 4 hours/day (excluding emergency use and stack testing, as applicable) at the
emergency and fire pump engines in the modeling analysis. The modeled input parameters (Appendix D, Table
D-1) use the ratio 4 hrs /24 hrs to calculate the modeled emission rates for the PM 10 and PM2.5 24-hour
standards, as mentioned in the table footnote. This is consistent with various recent permit applications
dispersion modeling consisting of emergency equipment.
3. We agree with your explanation for inclusion of the heaters based upon Rule 278 as they will be installed
concurrently with the “activity” of the new plant being built. I do not believe that there is additional exempt
equipment but will confirm just in case – so we get what is needed in there!
4. We can compile a listing of tanks and estimated emissions, as available. The plant design is still preliminary and
specific tank information may not be available at this time. However, we anticipate that VOC emissions will be
very low, if not insignificant to the overall project emissions (<< 1 tpy VOCs). A previous emissions evaluation for
another project, conducted for a much larger diesel tank application resulted in less than 0.005 tpy VOCs.
Potential VOC emissions from the proposed plant are under 10 tpy; very low emissions from tanks would be
inconsequential to overall emissions profile and regulatory requirements.
If you have additional questions, let us know. Thank you for your prompt review and thorough questions. We’ll keep
moving on our end to provide additional information in an expedited manner.
Rhiana

From: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 8:43 AM
To: Rhiana Dornbos <RDornbos@nthconsultants.com>; Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE) <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>; Eric Marko
<EMarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Theodore Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer <jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello
<MMello@nthconsultants.com>
Subject: RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC

Rhiana,
Thank you for the information. I have a few questions.
1. The application lists three additives, but it looks like SHMP was not addressed in your
response. It’s possible I’ve missed it if it was.
2. The application mentions the emergency engines would run up to 4 hours per day. Was this
assumption used in the dispersion modeling?
3. The application mentions the heaters would normally be exempt but emissions were included
to demonstrate the facility would not be a major source. Please note, because emissions of
several criteria pollutants are above their significant emission rates, per Rule 278 none of the
equipment that has air emissions can be exempt from Rule 201 for t his activity (construction of
the facility). If there is equipment being considered exempt that was not included in the
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application, please provide sufficient information about this equipment so it can be included in
the application review and permit conditions as needed.
4. The application mentions several storage tanks. For those storage tanks that will have air
emissions, please provide emission calculations, etc., so they can be included in the
application review.
We are continuing our review and may have additional questions as we proceed.
Please let me know if you have any questions. As Nick stated, we can have a call to discuss the
application review.
Thank you,
Andrew Drury, Senior Engineer Specialist
General Manufacturing/Chemical Process Unit, Permit Section
Air Quality Division
Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy
NEW PHONE 517-648-6663 | drurya@michigan.gov
Follow Us | Michigan.gov/AIR
From: Rhiana Dornbos <RDornbos@nthconsultants.com>
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 2:49 PM
To: Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE) <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>; Eric Marko <EMarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>; Theodore Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer
<jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello <MMello@nthconsultants.com>
Subject: RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
CAUTION: This is an External email. Please send suspicious emails to abuse@michigan.gov

Good afternoon, Nick.
As requested, we have compiled additional information regarding the anticipated additives that may be used, as well as
anticipated composition and emissions profile. Please refer to the attached narrative containing this information. Feel
free to call me if you’d like to discuss.
Additionally, you had inquired regarding the conversion assumption used for SO2 to SO3 of 3% in the water sweetening
calculations (oxidation at thermal incinerator). We confirmed that the assumption is consistent with oxidation
information presented in U.S. EPA’s AP-42, Chapter 1.3. Section 1.3.3.2 for Sulfur Oxide Emissions, which specifies a
range of 1 to 5%.
Mary is in the process of updating the modeling analysis for inclusion of the space heaters. Initial results appear to be in
line with the original analysis so should have minimal impact. We’ll package up the revised modeling and results for
submittal by or around the first of May.
Have a great weekend!
Rhiana
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From: Rhiana Dornbos
Sent: Friday, April 2, 2021 3:46 PM
To: Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE) <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>; Eric Marko <emarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>; Theodore Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer
<jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello <mmello@nthconsultants.com>
Subject: RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
Hi, Nick.
As requested, I have appended the unlocked electronic spreadsheet to aid in your review of the application.
Regarding your question on PM10 and PM2.5 emission factors below, the baghouse emission factors are presented in
terms of gr/dscf near the middle of each table, and used to estimate lb/hr emissions. However, in the case of the salt
and potash drying scrubber vendor data, the emissions data for PM 10 and PM2.5 is based upon the mass lb/hr rates at the
outlet of the stack, directly from the vendor rather than calculated. Therefore, there is not an emission factor used or
presented in the calculations. This also coincides with the previous PTI emission limits and modeling demonstration,
both based upon the lb/hr rates.
My understanding regarding non-combustion emissions from salt and potash processes (essentially, particulate in the
form of NaCl or KCl) would be handled in terms of the PM10/PM2.5 NAAQS modeling. Since there are not applicable air
toxics screening levels and the materials are not considered hazardous outside of particulate concerns, I believe treating
as a nuisance particulate is appropriate. Additionally, the compounds are water soluble, food safe, and would not act
similarly to more commonly regulated sand or ash particulate. I have not come across additional air toxics review for
these types of salts in previous permits at similar facilities nor the original PTI application for this facility. If you’d like to
discuss this further, or have additional concerns, please let us know.
As mentioned, the updated modeling and information regarding additives that you’ve requested will be forthcoming.
We will work on providing this information as soon as possible. In the meantime, if there are other questions, please do
not hesitate to contact us. Thanks!
Rhiana
From: Rhiana Dornbos
Sent: Friday, April 2, 2021 3:05 PM
To: 'Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE)' <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>; Eric Marko <emarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>; Smith, Cindy (EGLE) <SMITHC17@michigan.gov>; Theodore
Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer <jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello
<mmello@nthconsultants.com>; Owens, Caryn (EGLE) <OwensC1@michigan.gov>; Nixon, Shane (EGLE)
<NIXONS@michigan.gov>
Subject: RE: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
Good afternoon, Nick.
I appreciate your and Andy’s in-depth review of the application and clear requests below. We should have no issues
providing the additional information that you’ve requested.
I will send you and Andy the unlocked electronic spreadsheet and some additional clarification shortly. The updated
modeling and SDS information will be forthcoming.
Thanks again, and have a great weekend and Happy Easter!
Rhiana Dornbos, P.E.
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Project Engineer
Direct: 517.702.2953 | Mobile: 406.599.9177
3300 Eagle Run Dr. NE, Suite 202
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
rdornbos@nthconsultants.com

NTH Consultants, Ltd. I Over 50 Years of Engineering Excellence

From: Carlson, Nicholas (EGLE) <CarlsonN1@michigan.gov>
Sent: Friday, April 2, 2021 10:59 AM
To: Eric Marko <EMarko@nthconsultants.com>
Cc: Drury, Andrew (EGLE) <DRURYA@michigan.gov>; Smith, Cindy (EGLE) <SMITHC17@michigan.gov>; Theodore
Pagano, PE, PG <tpagano@mipotash.com>; Jeff Kummer <jkummer@mipotash.com>; Mary Mello
<MMello@nthconsultants.com>; Rhiana Dornbos <RDornbos@nthconsultants.com>; Owens, Caryn (EGLE)
<OwensC1@michigan.gov>; Nixon, Shane (EGLE) <NIXONS@michigan.gov>
Subject: Additional Information Request for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC
Hello,
The preliminary screening for the Permit to Install application for Michigan Potash Operating, LLC has been completed. In
order to complete our review, we will need some additional information. Some of the information may have been in the
application and may have been missed in the preliminary screening, so if that is the case, please let me know.







The space heaters need to be included in the modeling. Please provide the appropriate information so that the
space heaters may be included in the modeling (emissions, number of space heaters, size, etc.). In addition,
since the heaters cannot be exempt due to the project emissions, they will need to be included in the permit
conditions as emission units.
Please provide the SDS for the additives.- say what the additives are and where in the application they are
located so they know what we’re talking about. We also need emission estimates for the additives so we can
evaluate Rule 225 compliance for any TACs in the additives.
The PM10 and PM2.5 emission factors for the baghouse and scrubber emissions were not listed but the emission
rates were calculated using a different value than what was used for PM. Please provide the source or rationale
for the emission factor used for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions.
In addition, it appears that the non-combustion emissions from the drying and compaction processes were not
evaluated for Rule 225 compliance. It is possible the salt and potash may be considered nuisance particulate and
may have been addressed through the PM2.5 modeling, but we need to confirm that with the AQD Toxics Unit.
Please provide the Excel spreadsheets as discussed previously as well.

Please let me know if you have any questions. We can have a call, Teams meeting, etc. to discuss these questions if you
would like.
Thank you,
Nicholas Carlson, Environmental Engineer
General Manufacturing/Chemical Process Unit
Permit Section, Air Quality Division
Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy
517-582-5160 | CarlsonN1@michigan.gov
Follow Us | Michigan.gov/AIR
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